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An excess γ-ray signal toward the outer halo of M31 has recently been reported. Although other
explanations are plausible, the possibility that it arises from dark matter (DM) is valid. In this work
we interpret the excess in the framework of DM annihilation, using as our representative case WIMP
DM annihilating to bottom quarks, and we perform a detailed study of the systematic uncertainty
in the J-factor for the M31 field. We find that the signal favors a DM particle with a mass of ∼46–73
GeV. While the mass is well constrained, the systematic uncertainty in the cross-section spans 2.5
orders of magnitude, ranging from ∼8×10−27 − 4 × 10−24 cm3 s−1. This high uncertainty is due to
two main factors, namely, an uncertainty in the substructure nature and geometry of the DM halos
for both M31 and the Milky Way (MW), and correspondingly, an uncertainty in the contribution
to the signal from the MW’s DM halo along the line of sight. However, under the conditions that
the minimum subhalo mass is <∼ 10−6 M� and the actual contribution from the MW’s DM halo
along the line of sight is at least ∼30% of its total value, we show that there is a large overlap with
the DM interpretations of both the Galactic center (GC) excess and the antiproton excess, while
also being compatible with the limits for the MW dwarf spheroidals. More generally, we summarize
the results from numerous complementary DM searches in the energy range 10 GeV − 300 GeV
corresponding to the GC excess and identify a region in parameter space that still remains viable
for discovery of the DM particle.

I. INTRODUCTION

Observational evidence for dark matter (DM) in M31
comes from measurements of its rotational velocity
curve [1–5]. These observations provide coarse-grained
properties of the DM distribution near the central re-
gions of the halo where the galaxy resides. With the
existing data, the fine-grained structure of DM and its
distribution outside of the galaxy is primarily inferred
from simulated halos. Within the standard cosmologi-
cal paradigm, M31’s DM halo is expected to extend well
beyond the galactic disk, and it is also expected to con-
tain a large amount of substructure. However, there is
currently a high level of uncertainty regarding the exact
nature of the halo properties, i.e. the geometry, extent,
and substructure content, especially on galactic scales [6–
32].

Due to its mass and proximity, the detection sensitiv-
ity of M31 to DM searches with γ-rays is competitive
with the Milky Way (MW) dwarf spheroidal galaxies,
particularly if the signal is sufficiently boosted by sub-
structures [33–38]. Moreover, M31 is predicted to be the
brightest extragalactic source of DM annihilation [39, 40].
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A detailed study of the γ-ray emission observed to-
wards M31’s outer halo has recently been made in
Ref. [32]. In that study evidence is found for an excess
signal that appears to be distinct from the conventional
MW foreground, having a total radial extension upwards
of ∼120–200 kpc from the center of M31. One possible
explanation for the signal is that it arises from cosmic
rays (CRs) which have escaped the galactic disk and are
interacting with the gas of M31’s circumgalactic medium.
However, the spectral properties of the observed emission
do not seem to be consistent with standard CR scenar-
ios [32]. The other main physical interpretation is that
the signal arises from DM, which is thought to be the
dominant component in the outer regions of the galaxy.

γ-ray emission from M31’s inner galaxy has also been
detected, but the exact nature of the emission still re-
mains an open question, as the morphology of the signal
doesn’t appear to trace regions rich in gas and star forma-
tion [32, 41–47]. On the other hand, the total γ-ray lumi-
nosity is found to be in general agreement with the well-
known scaling relationship between the γ-ray luminos-
ity and infrared luminosity (8–1000 µm) for star-forming
galaxies [48]. Ultimately, a better determination of the
γ-ray signal from M31’s inner region is still needed, which
will require a refinement of the underlying gas maps (H i)
used to model the Galactic foreground emission, as the
current maps may be holding a fraction of gas that actu-
ally resides in the M31 system [32]. The Doppler-shifted
velocity of the gas, together with the Galactic rotation
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curve, is used to separate the MW and M31 gas. The un-
certainty arises from two main conditions. First, there is
a partial overlap of the rotational velocities for M31 and
the MW. Second, M31 is at a fairly high latitude where
there is an increased uncertainty in the rotational speed
of the MW gas, which is measured in the Galactic disk.

In this work we interpret the excess γ-ray emission ob-
served towards M31’s outer halo in the framework of DM
annihilation. We consider WIMP (i.e. weakly interacting
massive particle) DM, and focus the analysis on the un-
certainties associated with the properties of the DM halo.
Moreover, we consider a realistic observational perspec-
tive, in which the line of sight towards M31’s outer DM
halo naturally extends through a similar DM halo around
the MW. In general, this is not directly accounted for
when modeling the MW foreground γ-ray emission, and
can significantly impact the results.

The paper is organized as follows. In Section II we
give a qualitative description of M31’s outer halo. In
Section III we present the M31 data, DM fit, and an-
alytical J-factor calculations. In Section IV we present
results for our best-fit models, and we consider these re-
sults in the context of the Galactic center (GC) excess,
and more generally, in the context of the current status
of DM indirect detection. In Section V we conclude. Ad-
ditional details for the complementary DM searches we
consider are given in Appendix A.

II. M31’S OUTER HALO

For observations of γ-ray emission arising from DM
annihilation towards M31’s outer halo, the total signal
would ostensibly contain emission from the MW’s DM
halo along the line of sight, emission from the local fil-
amentary structure connecting the MW and M31, and
emission from the entire DM halo of M31, plus any sec-
ondary emission (from M31 and the MW). For the MW
halo, a DM signal should be pretty bright, but since the
observation occurs from within the halo, the emission
can be easily confused with the isotropic component (and
other components of the MW interstellar emission model
(IEM)). For M31, we observe the entire halo from the
outside, and therefore we see the total integral signal.
Thus M31 is advantageous for halo searches with γ-rays
because it breaks the observational degeneracy.

Figure 1 provides a qualitative description of M31’s
outer halo, including an accounting of some notable
structures along the line of sight that may provide hints
of the DM distribution. The γ-ray counts map (shown in
black and white) is from Ref. [32]. The bright emission
along zero degree latitude is the plane of the MW. The
size of M31’s DM halo is indicated with a dashed cyan cir-
cle, which corresponds to a projected radius of 300 kpc,
for an M31-MW distance of 785 kpc. The dash-dot lime-
green circle shows the outer boundary of the spherical
halo (SH) region, which we use for the DM fit, as dis-
cussed in Section III. M31’s satellite population is shown

FIG. 1. The line of sight looking towards M31’s outer halo.
The size of M31’s DM halo is indicated with a dashed cyan
circle, which corresponds to a projected radius of 300 kpc, for
an M31-MW distance of 785 kpc. The dash-dot lime-green
circle shows the outer boundary of the SH region (rtan = 117
kpc), which we use for the DM fit. M31’s population of satel-
lite galaxies is shown with red open circles. M33 can be seen
in the lower left corner. Also plotted are some notable gas
clouds in the region, namely, the M31 cloud (orange region
surrounding the M31 disk), Wright’s cloud (WC), and Com-
plex H. See text for more details.

with open red circles. A subset of the satellites in M31
(which are thought to reside within DM substructures)
are known to be positioned within a large thin plane (The
Great Plane of Andromeda, GPoA); and likewise, a sub-
set of the MW satellites are known to be part of a large
planar structure as well (The Vast Polar Structure of the
Milky Way) [49–55]. In addition, the satellite system of
M31 is highly lopsided, as about 80% of its satellites lie
on the side closest to the MW [51, 56]. For members of
the GPoA, those to the north of M31 recede from us, and
those to the south of M31 move toward us, in the plane
of rotation.

Also shown in Figure 1 are two notable, highly ex-
tended gas clouds in the direction of M31, namely, Com-
plex H [8, 57–59] and the M31 cloud [8, 60]. The gas
contours show H i emission from the HI4PI all-sky sur-
vey (based on EBHIS and GASS) [61]. The M31 cloud is
a highly extended lopsided gas cloud centered in projec-
tion on M31, originally reported in Ref. [8]. It remains
uncertain whether the M31 cloud resides in M31 or the
MW. Most recently Ref. [60] has argued that M31’s disk
is physically connected to the M31 cloud. If at the dis-
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tance of M31 (∼785 kpc) the total gas mass is estimated
to be ∼ 108–109 M�. Complex H can be seen toward
the top of M31’s DM halo. The distance of Complex H
from the MW is uncertain, although its likely distance
has been estimated to be ∼30 kpc from the GC, which
corresponds to the cloud having a diameter of about ∼10
kpc and an H i mass of ∼ 107 M� [8, 58, 59]. Complex
H does not appear to contain any stars, and it has been
postulated to be either a dark galaxy of the Local Group
or an example of a cold accretion flow [59].

Figure 1 also shows H i emission contours correspond-
ing to M33. γ-ray emission from M33 has recently been
detected [32, 62, 63], making it the only extragalactic
satellite galaxy to be detected in γ rays. The total H i
mass of the M33 disk is ∼ 109 M�. The hook-shaped
gas cloud to the right of M33 is Wright’s cloud, first re-
ported in Ref. [64]. The distance of Wright’s cloud re-
mains uncertain [11]. The H i mass of Wright’s cloud at
the distance of M33 is ∼ 4.5× 107 M� [65]. Although no
contours are shown, we note that below M33 is “the dark
companion to M33”, which is another highly extended
gas cloud originally reported in Ref. [66], and labeled as
a compact high-velocity cloud. If at the distance of M33,
Ref. [65] estimates the H i mass to be ∼ 107 M�, and the
size to be ∼ 18.2 × 14.6 kpc. See [65] for details of the
cloud.

The main objective of Figure 1 is to provide a quali-
tative summary of some well-known objects in the line
of sight towards M31’s outer halo. In particular, for
the M31 satellites we do not necessarily expect to de-
tect them individually in γ rays (aside from M33). For
the gas clouds, any γ-ray emission would depend on the
actual location of the cloud, along with the CR density
in the region. To investigate this in depth would require
a detailed modeling which is beyond the scope of this
analysis.

III. ANALYSIS

A. Gamma-Ray Data for M31

To determine whether the excess γ-ray emission ob-
served towards M31’s outer halo is consistent with a DM
interpretation, we employ the best-fit γ-ray spectra from
Ref. [32]. In that study M31’s halo is characterized using
three symmetric components centered at M31 labeled as:
inner galaxy (IG; r ≤ 0.4◦), spherical halo (SH; 0.4◦ >
r ≤ 8.5◦), and far outer halo (FOH; r > 8.5◦). For an
M31-MW distance of 785 kpc, the IG, SH, and FOH cor-
respond to projected radii of 5.5 kpc, 117 kpc, and ∼200
kpc, respectively. In this paper we only consider the SH
component. The IG component is complicated by un-
certainty in the expected γ-ray emission from standard
astrophysical processes. The FOH component overlaps
with the MW plane at the top of the field, which sig-
nificantly complicates the interpretation of the emission
from this region. In addition, properly modeling the FOH

will require a thorough treatment of secondary emission
from DM, which we leave for a future study.

Two different fit variations were performed in Ref. [32]
to determine the spectrum of the SH component. In the
main variation (full) the entire template was used. In an
alternative variation (north and south) the template was
separated into north and south components. In this case
the spectral parameters for the two halves are allowed
to vary independently, although they are fit simultane-
ously. This results in three different determinations of the
spectrum, which we label as spherical halo (SH), spher-
ical halo north (SHN), and spherical halo south (SHS).
We use these variations to quantify the systematic un-
certainty of the signal related to modeling the MW fore-
ground, which differs in the two regions.

It is important to emphasize that the line of sight to-
wards M31 extends through the MW DM halo, in addi-
tion to the M31 DM halo. However, the potential γ-ray
contribution from the MW component is not explicitly
accounted for when determining the M31 contribution.
Some of the MW halo component would likely be at-
tributed to the isotropic component, as well as to the
other components of the IEM; however, it is unclear the
extent to which this would occur. This is partly due
to the fact that the absorption of a MW DM halo sig-
nal by other MW components in large part depends on
the actual halo geometry and substructure content in the
direction of the M31 field. Thus the spectra for the M31-
related components from Ref. [32] contain the total excess
emission along the line of sight, which may also include
some significant contribution from the MW’s extended
DM halo. This is taken into account in our J-factor cal-
culations.

B. Dark Matter Fit

As our representative DM model we consider annihila-
tion into bottom quarks. This channel has been shown to
provide a good fit to the γ-ray GC excess. The DM spec-
tra1 are obtained from PPCC 4 DM ID [67, 68], and they
include electroweak corrections. We scan DM masses
from 10 GeV to 280 GeV, using a 10 GeV spacing.

The γ-ray flux for DM annihilation is given by

dΦ

dE
=
< σfv >

4πηm2
χ

dNf
γ

dE
J, (1)

where < σfv > is the velocity averaged annihilation
cross-section for final state f , mχ is the DM mass, η = 2
(4) for self-conjugate (non-self-conjugate) DM, dNf

γ /dE
is the number of γ-ray photons for annihilation into final
state f , and J is the astrophysical J-factor, which will be

1 available at http://www.marcocirelli.net/PPPC4DMID.html

http://www.marcocirelli.net/PPPC4DMID.html
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FIG. 2. Left panel: ∆χ2 profile for the three different fit variations: spherical halo (SH): solid black curve; spherical halo
north (SHN): dash-dot turquoise curve; spherical halo south (SHS): dashed grey curve. The light grey dotted lines show the
1, 2, and 3 sigma contour levels, for 1 degree of freedom. Right panel: Best-fit spectra overlaid to the corresponding data.
Arrows give the 1σ upper limits.

discussed in Section III C. In general Eq. (1) is summed
over all final states f . In this analysis we use η = 2.

By multiply each side of Eq. (1) by the energy squared
we obtain units of MeV cm−2 s−1:

E2 dΦ

dE
=
< σfv >

4πηm2
χ

(E2
dNf

γ

dE
)J.

To fit to the γ-ray data we freely scale the quantity in
parentheses by a normalization factor N , using a χ2 fit.
This then implies:

N =
< σfv >

4πηm2
χ

J. (2)

The M31 data contains upper limits which need to be
accounted for in the fit procedure. For n measurements
of xi with uncertainties σi and m upper limits with xj <
nσj (nth confidence level), the χ2 can be defined as [69,
70]

χ2 =

n∑
i

z2
i −

m∑
j

2ln
1 + erf(zj/

√
2)

2
, (3)

where

zi =
xi − x̂i(θ)

σi
, (4)

and

erf(x) =
2√
π

∫ x

0

e−t
2

dt. (5)

The first term on the right-hand side in Eq. (3) is the
classic definition of chi-squared, and the second term in-
troduces the error function to quantify the fitting of up-
per limits. The quantity x̂i(θ) in Eq. (4) is the modeled

value. We also calculate the reduced chi-squared:

χ2
red =

χ2

ν
, (6)

with the degrees of freedom ν = 20−1 = 19, correspond-
ing to 20 energy bins and 1 free parameter in the fit.

Results for the fit are shown in Figure 2. The left
panel shows the ∆χ2 profile for the three different fit
variations. Dashed grey lines show the 1,2, and 3 sigma
contour levels (for 1 degree of freedom), corresponding
to ∆χ2 values of 1, 4, and 9, respectively. The best-
fit mass for the SH model is 50+0.4

−2.3 GeV, with χ2
red =

1.03, and N = (6.2 ± 0.6) × 10−10. The best-fit mass
for the SHN model is 50+0.2

−4.0 GeV, with χ2
red = 0.9, and

N = (6.8 ± 0.5) × 10−10. And the best-fit mass for the
SHS model is 60+13.2

−15.9 GeV, with χ2
red = 0.5, and N =

(2.8 ± 0.4) × 10−10. The corresponding best-fit spectra
are plotted in the right panel of Figure 2, overlaid to the
corresponding data.

C. Analytical Determination of the J-Factor

For the best-fit models the corresponding annihilation
cross-section is calculated using Eq. (2). This requires
knowledge of the J-factor, which is the greatest uncer-
tainty in the analysis. The J-factor characterizes the
spatial distribution of the DM, and is given by the inte-
gral of the mass density squared, over the line of sight.
When describing the DM distribution as an ensemble of
disjoint DM halos, the J-factor is:

J =
∑
i

∫
∆Ω

dΩ

∫
LoS

dsρ2
i (ri(s,n)), (7)

summed over all halos in the line of sight (LoS), where
ρi(r) is the density distribution of halo i, and ri(s,n) is
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the position within that halo at LoS direction n and LoS
distance s.
J-factors determined from these spherically-averaged

profiles are an underestimate of the total J-factor because
of the effect of the non-spherical structure. This under-
estimate is typically encoded with a boost factor (B).
To calculate J-factors we use the CLUMPY2 code [71–
73]. For a detailed discussion of the boost factor cal-
culation see the CLUMPY papers/website, as well as
Refs. [9, 19, 25, 26, 30] and references therein. Here we
summarize the key points. The main parameters for the
boost factor are the following:

◦ minimum subhalo mass

◦ mass-concentration relationship

◦ subhalo mass function (index and normalization),
i.e. the number of subhalos per volume in a given
mass range

◦ mass distribution of subhalos

◦ distribution of subhalos in the main halo

Since the γ-ray flux from DM annihilation scales as
the square of the DM density, the effect of substructure
is very important for indirect detection, as it provides a
boost to the total flux. The flux enhancement is most
significant for larger halos, since they enclose more levels
of hierarchical formation. The size of the smallest DM
subhalo is determined by the free streaming scale of the
DM particles [26, 74, 75]. This depends on the specific
particle physics and cosmological models, and in general
it is highly uncertain. In this study we consider minimum
subhalo masses in the range Mmin = 10−6 − 106 M�.
The lower limit is typically expected for thermal WIMP
DM with a mass of ∼100 GeV [74], and the upper limit
reflects the typical resolution power of DM simulations.

The concentration parameter c∆, at a given character-
istic overdensity ∆, can be defined as

c∆ =
R∆

r−2
, (8)

where R∆ is the radius of the DM halo corresponding
to the overdensity ∆, and r−2 is the position where the
slope of the DM density profile reaches −2. The boost
factor is highly sensitive to the concentration parameter,
as it scales as the concentration to the third power [71–
73]. In general the concentration is a function of halo
mass and redshift. In the top panel of Figure 3 we plot
different determinations of the concentration-mass rela-
tion at z=0. The solid lines (black, purple, magenta, and
red) are from Ref. [30], which is based on two N-body
cosmological simulations of MW-sized haloes: VL-II [20]

2 available at https://clumpy.gitlab.io/CLUMPY/
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FIG. 3. Top panel: Concentration-mass relations from
Refs. [30, solid black, purple, magenta, and red], [75, dot-
ted yellow], [76, dash-dot grey], [9, dashed green], and [77,
solid and dashed cyan]. Middle panel: Different DM den-
sity profiles for M31. The region bounded by the red dashed
lines corresponds to the SH. Bottom panel: Mass depen-
dence of the boost factor for different parameters. The name
in the legend specifies the model of the concentration-mass
relation, and in parentheses the numbers give (in order) the
power of the minimum subhalo mass, the PL index of the
subhalo mass function, and the fraction of the halo resolved
in substructure. The red dashed lines correspond to the mass
range for M31 and the MW.

and ELVIS [27]. These results summarize some of the
main properties of the concentration parameter; namely,
for a given halo the concentration decreases with increas-

https://clumpy.gitlab.io/CLUMPY/
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ing radius, and the concentration of subhalos is higher
than that of field halos. In particular, the solid lines in
Figure 3 are for different radial bins defined in terms of
xsub ≡ Rsub/R∆. The solid black line is calculated out-
side of the virial radius, and it gives an approximation for
field halos (see [30] for further details). For simplicity, in
our benchmark model we use the relation from Ref. [9],
plotted with a dashed green line in the top panel of Fig-
ure 3. As can be seen, this serves as a good intermediate
model between the different estimates. Note that we have
also tested the model from Ref. [76] and the results are
qualitatively consistent.

The boost factor also depends on the subhalo mass
function, which specifies the number of subhalos at a
given mass. This function is given by a simple power
law (PL), having an index of ∼ −1.9 to −2.0 [19, 30].
The normalization of the PL is chosen so that the mass
of the DM halo resolved in substructure is a specified
amount. To bracket the uncertainty in the J-factor for
both M31 and the MW, we vary the index of the subhalo
mass function (α) and the fraction of the halo resolved in
substructure (fsub) in the ranges 1.9−2.0 and 0.12−0.35,
respectively. These values are representative of the cur-
rent uncertainty [19, 46, 78].

The middle panel of Figure 3 shows different DM den-
sity profiles for M31. The region bounded by the dashed
red lines corresponds to the SH, where the fit to the γ-
ray data is performed. The solid black curve is from
Ref. [32], and the other curves are from Ref. [79]. For
our J-factor calculations we test two profiles. We use
the NFW profile from Ref. [32], which has corresponding
halo properties of Rvir = 210 kpc, Rs = 18.9 kpc, and
ρs = 2 × 106 M� kpc−3. In CLUMPY this corresponds
to the kZHAO profile with parameters α, β, γ = 1,3,1.
We also use the Einasto profile from Ref. [79], which has
the corresponding halo properties of Rvir = 210 kpc,
Rs = 178 kpc, and ρs = 8.12 × 103 M� kpc−3. In
CLUMPY this corresponds to the kEINASTO N profile
with the parameter n=6. The overdensity factor is set to
∆ = 200. We use an M31-MW distance of 785 kpc.

Other major uncertainties in the boost factor calcu-
lation are the spatial distribution of subhaloes in the
main halo, as well as the mass distribution of the sub-
haloes themselves. We assume that the density profile
and the spatial distribution of the subhaloes are the same
as the density profile of the main halo for both the NFW
and Einasto distributions. Note that both the spatial
distribution of subhaloes and their density profiles have
been found to prefer an Einasto distribution compared
to an NFW, although both profiles provide a good fit
(see [19] and references therein). Additionally, it’s found
that within ∼25 kpc from the center of MW-sized halos
there is a depletion of the subhalo population due to tidal
disruption from the galactic disk [31].

In principle each DM halo of a given mass is a hier-
archical structure, so that even subhalos have subhalos
themselves. For simplicity we set the number of substruc-
ture levels to 2. We have also tested including higher

substructure levels, but we find that they do not make a
significant difference for our J-factor calculations, as has
been previously found [30].

The bottom panel of Figure 3 shows the mass de-
pendence of the boost factor for different choices of the
minimum subhalo mass, the subhalo mass function, and
the fraction of the halo mass resolved in substructure.
Within the uncertainties we have considered, the overall
boost factor ranges from ∼1.5–26.0 (for an NFW den-
sity profile). Note that this is the value reported by
CLUMPY for the entire halo, which we report here for
easy comparison with different values from the literature.

D. Halo Geometry

Another important systematic uncertainty for deter-
mining the J-factor for the M31 field is the halo geom-
etry, for both M31 and the MW. Indirect DM searches
typically assume spherical symmetry for the halo shape,
however, in the standard DM paradigm (ΛCDM), DM
halos are expected to be very non-spherical, and in fact,
spherical halos are rare (see [14] and references therein).

For the MW, numerous studies have been done to in-
fer the DM halo geometry, but differing conclusions have
been reached. The halo has been found to be spheri-
cal [80], prolate [24, 81, 82], oblate [83], triaxial (includ-
ing the so-called “Gaia sausage”) [23, 84, 85], and even
lopsided [22]. Further complicating the matter is that the
halo geometry may have a radial dependence [86, 87].
Moreover, it’s found in both simulations and observa-
tions that for galaxy pairs (similar to M31 and the MW)
the halos tend to bulge toward their respective part-
ners [51, 56].

In general the halo geometry can be described with an
ellipsoid, with the axes a, b, and c. The shape is charac-
terized by the axis ratios, with the normalization condi-
tion abc = 1 (see the CLUMPY code for more details).
For describing the MW halo, the a-axis corresponds to
the Galactic x-axis (connecting the Sun to the Galactic
center), the b-axis corresponds to the Galactic y-axis,
and the c-axis corresponds to the Galactic z-axis (per-
pendicular to the Galactic plane). We use the references
cited above to calculate J-factors for different MW halo
geometries. Note that we also consider a triaxial halo
geometry modeled after the Gaia sausage. Although the
evidence indicates that this structure may be a subdomi-
nant component of the halo, for simplicity we test a more
extreme scenario where the entire halo follows this geom-
etry. Figure 4 shows the three main halo shapes that we
test, and the specific axis ratios for all geometries are
summarized in Table I.

In the top panel of Figure 5 we show the J-factor ratio
(J/JSph) for the Einasto high DM model, where J is for
the alternative geometry, and JSph is for the spherical
halo. The ratio range for all DM models is given in Ta-
ble II. We find that at most the halo shape may increase
or decrease the MW J-factor (with respect to spherical
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Spherical Halo

3.2e+22 3.9e+24Gev2 cm 5 sr 1

Prolate Halo

2.2e+22 3.3e+24Gev2 cm 5 sr 1

Oblate Halo

4e+22 4.6e+24Gev2 cm 5 sr 1

FIG. 4. MW J-factors for four different geometries, as indicated above each map. Maps are shown in Galactic coordinates
with a Mollweide projection. The corresponding axis ratios are given in Table I. For the prolate halo q=1.67, and for the
oblate halo q=0.6. The color scale ranges from the minimum halo value to 1/10 the maximum halo value. The DM model is
”Einasto high” from Table II. Note that these particular maps don’t show individually resolved substructures, although they
are included in the analytical model.

TABLE I. MW Halo Geometry

Halo Geometry Axes (a,b,c)

Spherical 1, 1, 1
Prolate (q=1.67) 0.84, 0.84, 1.41
Prolate (q=1.25) 0.93, 0.93, 1.16
Oblate (q=0.4) 1.36, 1.36, 0.54
Oblate (q=0.6) 1.19, 1.19, 0.71
Oblate (q=0.8) 1.08, 1.08, 0.86
Triaxial 0.67, 1.34, 1.113
Triaxial (Gaia Sausage, α = 70◦) 1.38, 1.06, 0.69

Note: The axes are normalized so that abc=1. In general,
prolate halos have a=b<c, and oblate halos have a=b>c. For
convenience we also give the ratio q=c/a. The specific axis
ratios come from the literature, as discussed in the text. For
visualization purposes, the different geometries are plotted in
Figure 4.

geometry) by factors of 2.29 and 0.34, respectively.

To test how the MW J-factor varies with Galactic lat-
itude we repeat the calculations with the line of sight
centered at latitudes of −50◦ and 0◦, with longitude =
121◦. Note that b = −50◦ corresponds to the region used
in Ref. [32] for tuning the isotropic spectrum, which we
refer to as the tuning region (TR). Results for this test are
shown in the middle panel of Figure 5 (for the Einasto
high model), where we plot the J-factor ratio with re-
spect to the value obtained in the TR. In all cases a
gradient can be seen, with the amplitude of the variation
dependent on the halo geometry. This is even true for a
spherical halo, due to our position in the Galaxy at ∼8.5
kpc from the Galactic center. The range of gradient ra-
tios for all DM models is given in Table II. In going from
high latitude to low latitude, the J-factors for the spher-
ical and prolate halos decrease by a minimum factor of
0.77. Alternatively, the J-factors for the oblate and tri-
axial (Gaia sausage) halos increase by a maximum factor
of 1.38. Since Ref. [32] tunes the isotropic spectrum in
a region below the M31 field (consistent with l = −50◦),
these results show that it is not necessarily the case that
the MW DM halo component would be fully absorbed

by the isotropic template. Moreover, even a gradient of
∼20−40% (as is found in the gradient calculation) would
be a significant contribution to the total J-factor for the
M31 field.

We also test how the J-factor depends on the M31 halo
geometry, with the main goal of estimating the full uncer-
tainty range. For simplicity we test two different geome-
tries. In each case the minor-to-major axis ratio is 0.4
(with a>b=c). This represents a highly flattened halo,
but it has also been found for M31 in particular [18]. We
test two different orientations, one with the major axis
pointing along the line of sight connecting M31 and the
MW (x-axis), and the other with the major axis pointing
perpendicular to the line of sight (y-axis), running from
left to right in the field of view. Note that results for the
z-axis orientation are similar to those of the y-axis orien-
tation. The bottom panel of Figure 5 shows the ratio of
the J-factor for these different geometries compared to
a spherical geometry (for the Einasto high model). The
uncertainty range for all DM models is given in Table II.
The M31 halo geometry introduces an uncertainty in the
range 0.82−1.32, where the increase is seen for the major
axis aligned with the x-axis and the decrease is seen for
the major axis aligned along the perpendicular axes.

E. J-Factor Uncertainty from the Milky Way
Foreground

In the context of the J-factor uncertainty from the MW
foreground, we consider two extreme cases. For case I we
assume that none of the MW halo signal along the line
of sight has been absorbed by the isotropic component
(and other components of the IEM), and thus the total
J-factor is the sum of the J-factors for the MW and M31.
For case II we assume that the MW halo signal along the
line of sight has been completely absorbed, and so the
total J-factor is due only to M31. In actuality, if the
observed excess is in fact related to DM then the true
case is likely somewhere between the two extremes.
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TABLE II. J-Factors and Cross Sections

Model αsub fsub
Mmin

[M�]

JMW

(×1020)
[GeV2 cm−5]

JM31

(×1020)
[GeV2 cm−5]

J/JSph
(MW)

J/JSph
(M31)

JMW/JTR

< σv >I

(×10−26)
[cm3 s−1]

< σv >II

(×10−26)
[cm3 s−1]

Einasto high 2.0 0.35 10−6 27.5 3.6 0.57, 1.52 0.82, 1.32 0.79, 1.38 1.3, 0.8 10.9, 7.0
NFW high 2.0 0.35 10−6 15.0 1.8 0.57, 1.51 0.82, 1.33 0.79, 1.38 2.3, 1.5 21.6, 13.9
Einasto mid 1.9 0.19 10−6 4.6 0.6 0.49, 1.81 0.88, 1.24 0.79, 1.34 7.6, 4.9 68.0, 43.9
NFW mid 1.9 0.19 10−6 3.3 0.3 0.45, 1.86 0.87, 1.25 0.79, 1.34 10.6, 6.8 115.5, 74.5
Eiansto low 1.9 0.12 106 1.94 0.1 0.35, 2.29 0.90, 1.21 0.78, 1.29 10.0, 6.4 317.4, 204.8
NFW low 1.9 0.12 106 1.90 0.1 0.34, 2.19 0.89, 1.22 0.77, 1.30 19.4, 12.5 401.2, 259.0
Einasto smooth – – – 1.50 0.05 – – – 25.0, 16.1 725.5, 468.3
NFW smooth – – – 1.6 0.05 – – – 23.5, 15.2 787.0, 507.8

Note: J-factors are integrated over the spherical halo component (0.4◦ to 8.5◦). The largest subhalo mass is taken to be 10%
the mass of the host halo. The calculations include 2 levels of substructure. For the M31 NFW profile Rvir = 210 kpc, Rs = 18.9
kpc, and ρs = 2.0× 106 M� kpc−3. For the M31 Einasto profile Rvir = 210 kpc, Rs = 178 kpc, and ρs = 8.12× 103 M� kpc−3.
The MW profiles have the same parameters except we use the local DM density ρ� = 0.4 GeV2 cm−3, with a solar distance
R� = 8.5 kpc. The overdensity factor is set to ∆ = 200. We use an M31-MW distance of 785 kpc. The spatial distribution
of subhalos and the density profile of the subhaloes is the same as the density profile of the main halo for both NFW and
Einasto distributions. Columns 7 and 8 give the average uncertainty range (low, high) on the J-factor due to the halo geometry,
with respect to a spherical halo (JSph). Column 9 shows the J-factor gradient (low, high) with respect to the tuning region
(TR) used in Ref. [32], which is centered at b = −50◦. There are two values for each cross-section; the first value results from
fitting to the SH data (SHN data is very similar), and the second value results from fitting to the SHS data. Subscript I on
the cross-section indicates case I, where Jtotal = JM31 + JMW, and subscript II on the cross-section indicates case II, where
Jtotal = JM31. Corresponding curves are plotted in Figure 6.

F. Total J-Factor Uncertainty

Figure 6 shows the different J-factors as a function of
radial distance from the center of M31. The grey band
is the J-factor uncertainty for M31 from this work. The
purple band is the J-factor uncertainty for the MW from
this work. The markers are the M31 calculations for
the NFW (squares) and Einasto (circles) profiles, with
the boost factor, corresponding to the values in Table II.
The dash-dot lines towards the bottom show the smooth
M31 profiles corresponding to the markers. As can be
seen, the smooth profiles are anti-correlated to the to-
tal profiles, i.e. as the boost factor increases, the fraction
of DM resolved in substructure also increases, and the
fraction of the smooth DM component decreases. The
solid curves are independent calculations for M31 from
Ref. [32] (extending to 14 degrees) and Ref. [46] (extend-
ing to 10 deg). Likewise the dashed lines are independent
calculations for the MW. As can be seen, there is good
consistency between the different estimates. Our result-
ing models are summarized in Table II.

We note that Ref. [39] reports an M31 J-factor
(integrated within the scale radius) of (6.2+7.9

−3.5) ×
1019 GeV2 cm−5, corresponding to a boost factor of 2.64
and a scale radius of 2.57◦. The uncertainty in their cal-
culation comes from the uncertainty in Mvir and cvir.
Their boost factor is comparable to our low and mid
models (with an NFW profile). When integrating over
the same scale radius, we obtain J-factor values in the
range 2.2× 1019 − 17.0× 1019 GeV2 cm−5, in agreement
with the values reported in Ref. [39].

IV. RESULTS

We calculate annihilation cross-sections using Eq. (2)
with the values obtained from following the procedure
described in Sec. III, and results are given in Table II.
There are two values for each cross-section; the first value
results from fitting to the SH data (SHN data is very sim-
ilar), and the second value results from fitting to the SHS
data. In Figure 7 we plot the corresponding best-fit DM
parameters. The red data points correspond to case I,
for which J = JMW + JM31. The coral data points are
for case II, for which J = JM31. The filled squares are for
the SH fit, and the open squares are for the SHS fit. The
results for the SHN fit are very similar to the SH, and so
we do not include them here. Note that the error bars in
the cross-section assume that the minimum subhalo mass
is 10−6 M�, and they include the uncertainty due to the
halo geometry outlined in Sec. III. We compare the data
points from M31’s outer halo to numerous complemen-
tary targets for indirect DM searches. Details for all of
the overlays are given in Appendix A.

Broadly speaking, contours for the GC excess are
shown in black, and contours for the antiproton excess
are shown in teal. As can be seen, there is a rather
large range in the different determinations. This is due
to the different assumptions that are made in each anal-
ysis. Generally speaking, these results can be interpreted
collectively as defining the currently explored systematic
uncertainties in the respective signals. In the case of
the GC excess, the uncertainty range in the cross-section
spans roughly 1.5 orders of magnitude. This is because
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FIG. 5. Top: Ratio of the J-factor (J) for different MW
halo geometries compared to a spherical halo (JSph), for an
Einasto density profile. Middle: Gradient ratio for the J-
factor calculated with the line of sight centered at three dif-
ferent Galactic latitudes (with l = 121◦). The ratio is calcu-
lated with respect to a latitude of b = −50◦ (JTR), which is
comparable to the region used for tuning the isotropic spec-
trum in Ref. [32]. The middle data points at l = − − 21.5◦

correspond to the M31 field. In all cases the J-factors are
integrated over the region 0.4◦ to 8.5◦, using the Einasto high
model from Table II. Bottom: Ratio of the J-factor (J) for
different M31 halo geometries compared to a spherical halo
(JSph), for an Einasto density profile.

the GC excess is only a small fraction of the total emis-
sion in the region, and thus it has a strong dependence
on the treatment of the IEM, which in general is difficult
to accurately model due to the complexity of the GC re-
gion. Moreover, the inferred DM parameters also have
a strong dependence on the halo assumptions, such as
the local DM density, which may span between ∼0.3-0.6
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FIG. 6. J-factors for M31 and the MW. The grey band is the
J-factor uncertainty for M31 from this work. The blue band
is the J-factor uncertainty for the MW from this work. The
markers are the M31 calculations for the NFW (squares) and
Einasto (circles) profiles, with the boost factor. Parameters
for the different variations are given in Table II. The solid
curves are independent calculations for M31 from Ref. [32]
(extending to 14 degrees) and Ref. [46] (extending to 10 deg).
Likewise the dashed lines are independent calculations for the
MW. The dash-dot lines towards the bottom show the smooth
M31 profiles corresponding to the markers. The vertical dot-
ted red lines show the boundaries of M31’s IG, SH, and FOH
(the fit is performed over the SH).

GeV/cm3 [85, 88]. In the case of the antiproton excess,
Refs. [89, 90] report detection contours, whereas Ref. [91]
takes a less optimistic view, reporting upper limits (al-
though the limits still clearly show an anomaly around
the signal region).

Another important constraint is the upper limits from
the MW dwarfs. Here too there is a fairly large un-
certainty range. Compared to the limits reported in
Ref. [92], the latest limits from Ref. [93] are less con-
straining. These limits of course have a strong depen-
dence on the assumptions made for the J-factors, and
by employing semi-analytic models of DM subhalos to
derive realistic satellite priors on the J-factor (for the
ultrafaint dwarfs), Ref. [94] has recently shown that the
limits may be even weaker, by a factor of ∼2–7. Corre-
spondingly, if the halos are non-spherical then the limits
may be weakened as well, as discussed in Refs. [95, 96].

As can be seen in Figure 7, the limits coming from
M31’s inner galaxy are competitive with the limits from
the MW dwarfs. In this case, however, the difficulty is
in accurately separating a DM signal from the standard
astrophysical emission. The limits shown in Figure 7 are
from Ref. [46], and they are for the most conservative
case, i.e. they assume that all of the observed emission
is from standard astrophysical processes, and thus model
it using a 0.4◦ disk, as determined from the emission it-
self. Upper limits for a DM signal are then calculated in
addition to the disk. While this is definetly a very con-
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FIG. 7. DM parameter space. The red and coral data points are for M31’s outer halo. The red data points correspond to case
I, for which J = JMW + JM31. The coral data points are for case 2, for which J = JM31. The filled squares are for the SH
fit, and the open squares are for the SHS fit. The results for the SHN are very similar to the SH, and so we don’t include them
here. Note that the error bars in the cross-section assume that the minimum subhalo mass is 10−6 M�, and they include the
uncertainty due to the halo geometry. Contours for the GC excess are shown in black, and contours for the antiproton excess
are shown in teal. Numerous limits from other targets are also overlaid, including the MW satellites shown with purple curves,
and M31’s inner galaxy shown with a red curve. See Section IV for more details, as well as Appendix A.

servative choice to make, it is by no means preferred, as
the γ-ray emission from M31’s inner galaxy has actually
been found to not correlate with regions rich in gas and
star formation.

The data points for M31’s outer halo have a large over-
lap with the DM interpretations of both the GC excess
and the antiproton excess, while also being compatible
with the limits from the MW dwarfs. However, this re-
quires that the J-factor be towards the higher end of the
uncertainty range. Correspondingly, this has two main
implications. First, the minimum subhalo mass must be
<∼ 10−6 M�. Second, the signal must have some contri-
bution from the MW’s DM halo along the line of sight,
i.e. the J-factor must correspond to case I, as it cannot
be due to M31 alone.

V. SUMMARY, DISCUSSION, AND
CONCLUSION

An excess γ-ray signal towards the outer halo of M31
has recently been reported [32]. In this work we inter-

pret the excess in the framework of DM annihilation. As
our representative case we use WIMP DM annihilating
to bottom quarks, and we fit the DM mass and annihi-
lation cross-section to the observed γ-ray spectra from
Ref. [32]. In that study M31’s halo is characterized using
three symmetric components centered at M31, namely,
the IG (r ≤ 0.4◦), SH (0.4◦ > r ≤ 8.5◦), and FOH (r
> 8.5◦). Here we fit just to the SH component. The IG
and FOH components are difficult to disentangle from
standard astrophysical processes and are not considered
in this study.

The greatest uncertainty in our analysis is the deter-
mination of the J-factor, which we calculate using the
CLUMPY code. This uncertainty arises from two main
factors. First, there is a high uncertainty in the sub-
structure nature of the DM halo’s for both M31 and the
MW, as well as an uncertainty in the halo geometries. To
bracket the substructure uncertainty we vary the subhalo
mass function, the fraction of the halo resolved in sub-
structure, and the minimum subhalo mass in the ranges
1.9−2.0, 0.12−0.35, and 106−10−6 M�, respectively. For
the concentration-mass relation we adopt the model from
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Ref. [9]. The largest subhalo mass is taken to be 10% the
mass of the host halo. The calculations include 2 levels of
substructure. For the underlying smooth density profiles
we test both an NFW profile and an Einasto profile. The
spatial distribution of subhaloes and the density profile
of the subhaloes are assumed to be the same as the den-
sity profile of the main halo. All calculations are made
self-consistently for M31 and the MW (i.e. they have the
same halo paramaters). Our calculated total boost fac-
tor ranges from ∼1.5−26.0 (for an NFW density profile).
Note that this is the value reported by CLUMPY for the
total halo, which we report here for easy comparison with
other studies.

We have also characterized how the halo geometry im-
pacts the J-factor for the M31 field. To do this we have
used the range of different halo shapes found in the lit-
erature. For the MW we find that the halo shape may
change the J-factor in the range J/JSph = 0.34 − 2.3.
The corresponding range for M31 is found to be 0.8–1.3.
Thus the impact is more significant for the MW, due to
our position within the halo.

The other main uncertainty in the J-factor for the
M31 field is the contribution from the MW’s DM halo
along the line of sight. In Ref. [32] a detailed modeling
of the foreground emission was performed, as well as an
in-depth analysis of the corresponding systematic uncer-
tainties. However, the model does not explicitly account
for a potential contribution from the MW’s extended DM
halo. It is likely that such a signal could be (partially)
absorbed by the isotropic component. The magnitude
of this effect, however, depends on the specific halo ge-
ometry and substructure properties of the MW DM halo
in the M31 field, which are not well constrained. In or-
der to help control this, Ref. [32] used a region below
the M31 field to tune the isotropic normalization. Here,
we improve on this determination by considering varia-
tions of the MW DM component in the M31 field and in
the tuning region due to different halo geometries. We
find that the ratio is significant and, more specifically,
in the range of JMW/JTR = 0.8 − 1.4. Thus even in
the ideal case where the isotropic component is able to
perfectly absorb the emission from the MW’s DM halo,
there could still be a gradient in the M31 field that is
not included in the foreground model and is likely to be
a significant component in this region. Since the uncer-
tainty in the J-factor due to the contribution from the
MW’s DM halo along the line of sight is significant but
cannot be precisely constrained, here we consider the two
extreme cases: one where none of the MW halo compo-
nent has been absorbed by the isotropic component, and
so Jtotal = JM31 + JMW (case I); the other where the
MW component has been completely absorbed so that

Jtotal = JM31 (case II).
When these uncertainties are taken into account, we

find that the observed excess in the outer halo of M31
favors a DM particle with a mass of ∼46–73 GeV. The
full systematic uncertainty in the cross-section currently
spans 2.5 orders of magnitude, ranging from∼ 8×10−27−
4× 10−24 cm3 s−1. We compare the best-fit DM param-
eters for M31’s outer halo to numerous complementary
targets. We conclude that for the DM interpretation of
the M31 outer halo excess to be compatible with the GC
excess, anti-proton excess, and current indirect detection
constraints, it requires the J-factor to be towards the
higher end of the uncertainty range. This in turn has
two main implications. First, the minimum subhalo mass
must be <∼ 10−6 M�. And in fact this is expected in
the standard DM paradigm (ΛCDM). Second, the signal
must have a significant contribution from the MW’s DM
halo along the line of sight, i.e. it is too bright to be orig-
inating from M31 alone. This condition cannot be ruled
out, and it is in fact likely that some fraction of the MW
DM halo emission is embedded in the signal toward M31.
This is a feature of the methodology employed to tune
the MW foreground, as discussed in this paper. Given
these conditions hold, we find that there is a large over-
lap with the DM interpretations of both the GC excess
and the antiproton excess, while also being compatible
with the limits from the MW dwarfs. Although the un-
certainty in the current measurements is clearly far too
large to make any robust conclusions (either positive or
negative), this region in parameter space still remains
viable for discovery of the DM particle.

Future prospects to confirm the excess toward the
outer halo of M31, and to better understand its nature,
crucially rely on improvements in modeling the interstel-
lar emission towards M31. Furthermore, observations of
the halos of other galaxies, e.g. M33, could provide a con-
firmation of this type of signal, provided sufficient data is
available since the signal is predicted to be fainter there.
Other prospects may include a study of the distribution
of properties of the isotropic background around the di-
rection to M31 and further out with a goal to see the dis-
tortions in the MW DM halo. Alternatively, constraints
on the subhalo population by other astrophysical probes
and, in turn, on their contribution to the M31 signal,
might also provide a further test of the viability of the
DM interpretation.
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the points at higher energy are for the other two models,
pulsars index-scaled. The NFW profile has γ = 1.0 (up-
per) and γ = 1.2 (lower). In addition, the NFW profile
has Rs = 20 kpc and ρ� = 0.4 GeV cm−3. Note that the
annihilation final state preferred by the fit to the data
favors mostly bottom-type quarks in the final state, with
a small fraction of leptonic final states. Thus this model
is not directly comparable to the other overlays which
generally assume annihilation into a single final state.

The black contour that is highly elongated in the y-
direction is for the GC excess from Ref. [88]. The con-
tour represents the total uncertainty (3σ statistical +
systematic). The uncertainty is dominated by the sys-
tematics, and in particular, the value of the local DM
density (this study also considers uncertainties due to
the index and scale radius of the DM profile, γ and
Rs). The upper region of the contour corresponds to
ρ� = 0.28 GeV cm−3 (which is taken as the benchmark
value), and the lower region of the contour corresponds
to ρ� = 0.49 GeV cm−3. The shift occurs at a cross
section value of ∼ 6 × 10−26 cm3 s−1. See Ref. [88] for
details. Also plotted in Figure 7 is the best-fit point from
Ref. [98] (the black data point to the far left).

Other contours for the GC excess are also shown with
different shades of grey. The lowest and darkest contour
(2σ) is from Ref. [99], then above that is the contour
(2σ) from Ref. [100], and above that is the contour from
Ref. [101]. The NFW profiles for all of these contours
have γ = 1.2, Rs = 20 kpc, and ρ� = 0.4 GeV cm−3.

The two lowest purple curves show limits for the MW
satellite galaxies. The dashed curve is from Ref. [92]
and results from the combined analysis of 15 dwarf
spheroidal galaxies using Pass-8 data. The solid curve
is from Ref. [93] and results from the combined analy-
sis of 45 stellar systems, including 28 kinematically con-
firmed dark-matter-dominated dwarf spheroidal galaxies,
and 17 recently discovered systems that are dwarf can-
didates. Note that the dwarf limits are obtained by as-
suming spherical symmetry of the DM halos; however, if
the halos are non-spherical then the limits may be weak-
ened, as discussed in Refs. [95, 96]. We also plot the lim-
its from Ref. [94] (V50 = 10.5 km s−1), which employs
semi-analytic models of DM subhalos to derive realistic
satellite priors on the J-factor (for the ultrafaint dwarfs).
This result explicitly exemplifies the uncertainty range
associated with limits from the MW dwarfs.

The two highest purple curves are for the LMC and
SMC. The dash-dot curve shows 2σ limits from the LMC
from Ref. [102], based on Pass-7 data. The dotted curve
shows 2σ limits from the SMC from Ref. [103].

The tan band shows the 2σ upper-limit from the extra-
galactic γ-ray background (EGB) from Ref. [104]. The
band reflects the uncertainties related to the modeling of
DM subhaloes. This analysis shows that blazars, star-
forming galaxies, and radio galaxies can naturally ac-
count for the amplitude and spectral shape of the EGB
over the energy range 0.1–820 GeV, leaving only modest
room for other contributions.

The blue curve shows γ-ray limits (3σ) from the MW
halo from Ref. [105]. This is the limit obtained with
modeling the MW diffuse emission using GALPROP, for
an NFW profile, with γ = 1 and a local DM density of
0.43 GeV cm−3. The limits are generally weaker without
modeling the diffuse emission, and they have a strong
dependence on the local DM density.

The light purple curve is for DM subhaloes from
Ref. [106]. These limits are based on DM subhalo candi-
dates from the unassociated point sources detected by
Fermi -LAT. In total there are 19 subhalo candidates.
The minimum subhalo mass for the upper limit calcu-
lation is assumed to be 10−5 M�.

The upper gray band in Figure 7 shows radio con-
straints for the GC from Ref. [107]. The limits are derived
using VLA observations at 330 MHz of the central 0.04◦

around Sgr A*. An NFW profile is used with γ = 1.26,
Rs = 20 kpc, a local DM density of 0.3 GeV cm−3, and
a flat density core of 2 pc. The limits include energy
losses due to IC and convection. The lower limit is for
VC = 0 km s−1, and the upper limit (not shown) is for
VC = 1000 km s−1. The limits can be much stronger (up
to 3 or 4 orders of magnitude) when not including IC and
convection, or for a core radius closer to zero. There is
also a high uncertainty of the magnetic field strength in
the innermost region of the GC.

The lower gray band shows radio limits from the cen-
tral region of M31 (∼1 kpc) from Ref. [108]. The band
represents joint constraint from four different surveys:
VLSS (74 MHz), WENSS (325 MHz), NVSS (1400 MHz),
and GB6 (4850 MHz). An M31 signal is detected for all
surveys but VLSS. The highest region is for a central
magnetic field strength B0 = 5 µG and DM concentra-
tion of c100 = 12, the middle region is for B0 = 50 µG and
DM concentration of c100 = 20, and the lowest region is
for B0 = 300 µG and DM concentration of c100 = 28. An
NFW profile is used for the DM density, with γ = 1, and a
flat core for r<50 pc. The limits have a large uncertainty
due to the uncertainties in the DM profile and magnetic
field strength in the inner regions of M31. The mag-
netic field is modeled with an exponential dependence in
galactocentric radius and height above the galactic plane.
The analysis accounts for leptonic energy losses due to
IC emission, synchrotron emission, Bremsstrahlung, and
Coulomb scattering, with synchrotron emission being the
dominant loss mechanism over most of the energy range.
We note, however, that uncertainties in the astrophysical
modeling of these processes may weaken the limits even
further. In particular, the limits have a strong depen-
dence on the relative strength of the inverse Compton
losses compared to the synchrotron losses, which in turn
depends on the energy density of M31’s interstellar radi-
ation field.

Also shown are contours for a recently reported ex-
cesses in the flux of antiprotons. The upper light teal con-
tour (2σ) is from Ref. [89]. The lower dark contour (2σ)
is from Ref. [90]. The NFW profiles for these contours
have γ = 1.0, Rs = 20 kpc, and ρ� = 0.4 GeV cm−3.
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The teal curve shows upper-limits from Ref. [91], where
a less optimistic view of the excess is given (although the
limits still clearly show an anomaly around the signal
region).

The red curve is for M31’s inner galaxy from Ref. [46].
These limits are obtained by assuming that all of the ob-
served γ-ray emission from M31’s inner galaxy arises from

standard astrophysical emission, and therefore including
a 0.4◦ disk template (which is derived directly from the
bright γ-ray emission that is observed) in the DM fit.
In addition, to account for the foreground/background
emission, the standard IEM is fit directly to the γ-ray
data in the signal region.
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